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Abstract

Multi-modal fusion is crucial in medical data research, enabling a comprehensive
understanding of diseases and improving diagnostic performance by combining
diverse modalities. However, multi-modal fusion faces challenges, including cap-
turing interactions between modalities, addressing missing modalities, handling
erroneous modal information, and ensuring interpretability. Many existing re-
searchers tend to design different solutions for these problems, often overlooking
the commonalities among them. This paper proposes a novel multi-modal fusion
framework that achieves adaptive adjustment over the weights of each modality by
introducing the Modal-Domain Attention (MDA). It aims to facilitate the fusion of
multi-modal information while allowing for the inclusion of missing modalities or
intrinsic noise, thereby enhancing the representation of multi-modal data. We pro-
vide visualizations of accuracy changes and MDA weights by observing the process
of modal fusion, offering a comprehensive analysis of its interpretability. Extensive
experiments on various gastrointestinal disease benchmarks, the proposed MDA
maintains high accuracy even in the presence of missing modalities and intrinsic
noise. One thing worth mentioning is that the visualization of MDA is highly
consistent with the conclusions of existing clinical studies on the dependence of
different diseases on various modalities. Code and dataset will be made available.

1 Introduction

Medical multi-modal fusion has gained increasing attention as it integrates medical information
from different modalities, providing comprehensive diagnostic evidence for healthcare professionals
[1]. For instance, in diagnosing gastrointestinal disorders, white-light endoscope (WLE) provides
information regarding the shape, size, and surface characteristics of the lesions, aiding in the exclusion
of visually typical abnormalities [2]. Endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) can delineate individual
histologic layers and accurately define the most relevant site of tumor origin [3]. Integrating these
image modalities and combining their respective imaging reports can contribute to a more accurate and
comprehensive understanding of lesion attributes, potentially leading to improved clinical outcomes
[4]. Driven by the dual forces of data acquisition and technological advancements in the field of
medicine, multi-modal learning has been widely applied to enhance the performance of clinical
prediction tasks, including disease-assisted diagnosis [5] and prognostic forecasting [6].

Integrating multi-modal data has emerged as a new trend in medical data research. It enables the
effective utilization of clinical data and provides strong support for tasks such as assisted diagnosis
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Figure 1: A unified multi-modal learning strategy involves learning with different multi-modal
configurations. (a) Train and test with full modality. (b) The model will reduce its attention when
learning with missing modalities or intrinsic noise.

and prediction. Despite recent efforts in this domain, fundamental and challenging issues remain
due to the complexity of multi-modal clinical data and the real-world application scenarios: Chan-
llenge1: The difficulty of multi-modal fusion arising from modality heterogeneity. Despite
the individual strengths of each modality, integrating different modalities, including images and
text, to improve disease diagnosis is still hindered by modality heterogeneity, which arises from the
diverse data representations across different modalities. Various methods have been proposed for
fusing heterogeneous modal data. In the beginning, researchers introduced fusion methods that relied
on multi-scale transform [7–9] and sparse representation [10, 11]. With the rise of deep learning,
recent years have witnessed the emergence of fusion methods based on deep learning. Numerous
data fusion techniques fail to harness the potential of synergizing these modalities, often resorting
to the basic concatenation of latent features [12–14]. This constraint inhibits the ability to fully
demonstrate the amplified usefulness attained by integrating multi-modal data. Recently, methods
have emerged using multi-modal attention to enhance modality fusion. However, they often lack
specific analysis of attention patterns across modalities, which is crucial for preventing modal data
misuse and promoting medical interpretability [15, 16]. Recently, methods leveraging multi-modal
attention for enhancing modality fusion have emerged [15, 16]. However, there is a lack of in-depth
exploration of highly specific multi-modal data, such as integrating multi-perspective images and
textual information and assessing their contributions. This constitutes a prevalent research gap in
the field of medical applications. Hence, effectively capturing intricate interactions among vastly
diverse modalities presents an unresolved obstacle. Chanllenge2: The issue of modality missing
in real-world scenarios. Many existing multi-modal fusion methods assume that all modalities are
available for all training and testing samples, which is unrealistic in real-world applications. For
instance, in tumor segmentation and classification tasks on multi-modal medical images [17, 18],
generative models are used to synthesize missing modalities. However, accurately synthesizing
images through text modality is unfeasible, and the generative methods typically generate specific
modalities or use specific modalities for synthesis, which cannot flexibly handle varying numbers of
missing modalities. There is still a need for further optimized solutions for effectively performing
adaptive modality feature fusion learning to handle arbitrary missing modalities. Chanllenge3:
Modality inconsistency and intrinsic noise.In diagnosing gastrointestinal diseases, different cases
focus on different modalities. For example, using WLE alone achieves 99% specificity in diagnosing
lipomas, whereas it is not reliable for diagnosing ectopic pancreas or gastrointestinal stromal tumors,
for which EUS is more dependent [19]. If the inconsistency between modalities across different
diseases is not appropriately considered, it can significantly reduce the accuracy of model predictions,
leading to suboptimal clinical outcomes. Furthermore, multimodal learning with diagnostic reports
faces intrinsic noise due to its heavy reliance on subjective annotations by clinical experts [20].
Intrinsic noise refers to the hidden intrinsic noise present in the text, contradicting the knowledge
conveyed by other modalities, and it can have an impact on the final predictions. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to explore the presence of intrinsic noise in diagnostic texts as
part of our study. Selectively filtering accurate and advantageous multi-modal information, while
avoiding errors that can compromise diagnostic accuracy, remains an unresolved research challenge
in multi-modal feature fusion. Chanllenge4: The comprehensive interpretability of multi-modal
fusion. Understanding AI model decisions correctly has been a persistent challenge in achieving
interpretability in multi-modal fusion [21, 22]. Currently, the interpretability of medical-assisted
diagnostic models primarily focuses on generating heatmaps using techniques such as Grad-CAM
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed network framework. The uni-modal training involves building
pre-trained models for multi-disease classification across different modalities, with a dedicated
classifier assigned to each disease. The MDA introduces the weight calculation framework for each
scenario under the proposed multi-modal adaptive weighting module.

[23] or Score-CAM [24] to visualize the network’s attention and enhance model interpretability
[4, 25]. However, heatmaps are visualizations of network parameters and cannot explain modality
specificity in different cases, i.e., they cannot reflect modality weights for different cases. Further
research is needed to achieve comprehensive interpretability of multi-modal fusion in terms of its
efficacy.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose a novel modality fusion approach in which
we introduce a Modal-Domain Attention (MDA) to achieve adaptive adjustment of the weights for
each modality. MDA can leverage continuous attention between different modality features to seek
the optimal allocation of attention across multiple modalities. With MDA, we can also achieve
interpretability of modality domains, and it further enables the reduction of the impact on the final
results by decreasing the weights of missing modalities and intrinsic noise (as shown in Fig. 1). In
summary, our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a novel multi-modal fusion framework that achieves adaptive control over the
weights of multiple modalities by incorporating the MDA.

• MDA provides a unified solution to several challenges in multi-modal fusion, including
multi-modal integration, modality missing, and learning with intrinsic noise.

• Based on MDA, we comprehensively analyze the sources of multi-modal efficacy from a
macroscopic perspective (across different diseases) and a microscopic perspective (within
individual cases) while providing interpretability to the model from a clinical experience
perspective.

• Supplementary experiments demonstrate that we achieve state-of-the-art (SOTA) perfor-
mance in multi-modal fusion, missing modalities, and learning with intrinsic noise.

2 Method

2.1 Problem setting

Classifying submucosal tumors is crucial for surgical decision-making in clinical [26]. This
study performs multi-class learning on submucosal tumors, including Gastrointestinal stromal tu-
mors (GISTs), Gastric leiomyomas (GLMs), Neuroendocrine tumors (NETs), Ectopic pancreas
(EPs), Lipomas, Gastrointestinal schwannomas (GSs), Pneumatosis cystoid (PCs) and Inflam-
matory fibroid polyps (IFPs). This study focuses on clinical prediction using three modalities:
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EUS, WLE, and imaging reports. Imaging reports provide descriptions of lesion attributes ob-
served in two imaging modalities. We denote the multi-modal data contained in the nth sample as
X = {Xeus

i ,Xwle
i ,Xreport

i }Ni=1 and the predicted labels as Yi. Therefore, the entire classification
task can be defined as Tmulti = {Xeus

i ,Xwle
i ,Xreport

i , Yi}Ni=1, where N represents the sample size.
The output yi is represented as a one-hot vector for this multi-class task.

2.2 Multi-modal fusion framework

2.2.1 Overview

An overview of the proposed method is depicted in Fig. 2. Specifically, we first construct
individual multi-disease classification tasks Teus = {Xeus

i , Yi}Ni=1, Twle = {Xwle
i , Yi}Ni=1 and

Treport = {Xreport
i , Yi}Ni=1 for each modality separately. Then, we freeze the single-modality

structures and feed the extracted features into the MDA to calculate the adaptive weights for each
modality. Finally, we perform multi-modal feature fusion based on the inter-modality weights and
feed the fused features into the classifier to accomplish the classification task Tmulti.

2.2.2 Building uni-modal networks

The proposed framework utilizes pre-trained convolutional neural networks (CNNs) as feature
extractors for the two image modalities, such as ResNet, which are well-known for their proficiency
in extracting high-level image features. The vectorized latent features obtained from the feature
extractors are denoted as:

f ieus = (Geus (X
eus
i )) , f iwle =

(
Gwle

(
Xwle

i

))
(1)

where Geus and Gwle represent two different feature extractors. We employed the self-attention
module to capture the interactions within each sample modality.

Additionally, the self-attention module excludes its influence on inter-modal weight learning, thereby
reducing potential ambiguity in interpreting the reasons behind observed performance improvements.
Specifically, the self-attention module does not participate in subsequent weight adjustments of
the intermodal modules, meaning that performance improvements cannot be attributed to the self-
attention module’s intervention. This design facilitates a clearer understanding and analysis of the
true causes of performance enhancement.

Notably, the implementation of the self-attention module is identical in both the EUS and WLE
modalities. The calculation of self-attention scores is as follows:

f iIS−eus = softmax

(
queryieus · (keyieus)T√

dim

)
· valueieus

f iIS−wle = softmax

(
queryiwle · (keyiwle)

T

√
dim

)
· valueiwle

(2)

where queryi, keyi, and valuei are linear transformations of the latent feature f i. We employ the
BERT [27] to encode the input text. BERT learns contextual representations of words or subwords in
a text by using a self-attention mechanism. This is consistent with the self-attention module in image
feature extraction. To adapt BERT to our specific task, we unfroze the last four layers of BERT for
training. The feature extraction representation for textual reports is as follows:

f iIS−report =
(
BERT

(
Xreport

i

))
(3)

Then the f iIS are fed into the classification network, and three single-modality multi-disease classifi-
cation networks are trained.

2.2.3 Model-domain attention

The MDA weighting between modalities not only enhances the performance of modality fusion but
also helps counteract the effects of missing modalities and intrinsic noise, as it plays a role in selecting
modality-specific information that is more advantageous for the final outcome and weighting the
fusion accordingly.
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In the MDA, we aim to compute the correlations among all modalities. This involves computations
of the intricate dependencies among all modal features when dealing with more than two modalities.
Therefore, we use a continuous attention mechanism to compute the attention weights for any given
modality while simultaneously considering multiple other modalities. The specific computation
method is represented as follows:

f iMA−e = softmax

 softmax
(

queryi
eus·(key

i
wle)

T

√
dim

)
· valueieus−1 · (keyireport)T

√
dim

 · valueieus−2

(4)
where queryi, keyi, and valuei represent the linear transformations of potential features correspond-
ing to different modalities indexed by i. valueieus−1 and valueieus−2 represent distinct EUS value
keys, as the query state for multi-modalities has changed. Similarly, the weight matrix for the WLE
and report modalities is computed similarly.

2.2.4 Objective function and optimization

For the classification training of single-modality models, given the features fIS (represented uniformly
for three different modalities) obtained after the self-attention module, we employ a multi-layer
perceptron classifier Cs for disease prediction. The model training is guided by the cross-entropy loss,
defined as follows:

ℓc−single = CrossEntropy (Cs (fIS) , Y ) (5)

For the multi-modal classification training, we obtain the fused features:

f iMA−O = ⊕(f iMA−e, f
i
MA−w, f

i
MA−r) (6)

where ⊕ represents the concatenation operation. Then, the classification loss is defined as:

ℓc−fusion = CrossEntropy (Cf (fMA−O) , Y ) (7)

We employ the Adam optimizer with a weight decay rate of 1e-4 to optimize the model parameters.

3 Experiments and discussion

We aim to develop a multi-modal fusion model that can effectively handle modality heterogeneity,
adapt to varying degrees of missing modalities, filter out inconsistent and intrinsic noise, and mitigate
their negative impact on the results. To this end, we conducted experiments using three different
multi-modal datasets, encompassing diverse dimensions such as medical data, natural images, movies,
and audio, to assess the generality of the proposed model comprehensively. The first dataset consisted
of multi-center gastrointestinal disease data with three modalities: EUS, WLE, and imaging reports.
All experiments were conducted using the PyTorch framework with the Geforce RTX 4090 GPU.

In Section 3.1, we present the results of our proposed method in addressing the challenges of modality
heterogeneity, missing modalities, and learning with intrinsic noise on the gastrointestinal disease
dataset. We comprehensively validate the effectiveness of our proposed method by analyzing three
different fusion scenarios. In Section 3.2, We conducted experiments on publicly available datasets to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method in multi-modal fusion and fusion efficacy in the
presence of missing modalities. We compared our method with state-of-the-art methods for handling
missing modalities. The interpretability analysis of MDA is presented in Section 3.3.

3.1 The efficacy of MDA in confronting the three key challenges of multi-modal fusion

We conducted an in-depth analysis of the roles played by EUS, WLE, and imaging reports in
multi-modal fusion under three challenges: modality specificity, missing modalities, and learning
with intrinsic noise. Specifically, we perturbed the input and observed the performance changes in
single-modality analysis, direct fusion of multiple modalities, and the utilization of the MDA. This
step-by-step approach allowed us to decompose the importance of each component in the multi-modal
fusion process. The results of all scenarios are shown in Table 1. The experimental settings and result
analysis for the three challenges are as follows:
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Table 1: Multi-modal fusion results under perturbed inputs.
Type Modal Fusion Method Accuracy

Pre-Trained
Uni-modal EUS - 85.3
Uni-modal WLE - 81.7
Uni-modal Report - 87.4

Full Modalities

Multi-modal EUS+WLE+Report concat 91.2
Multi-modal EUS+WLE+Report FusionM4Net [28] 69.4
Multi-modal EUS+WLE+Report SCT Fusion[29] 82.8
Multi-modal EUS+WLE+Report concat+MDA 98.9

Missing Modalities
Multi-modal Randomly missing 1 modal concat 88.1
Multi-modal Fixed missing 1 modal ∗ MMD[30] 88.4
Multi-modal Randomly missing 1 modal concat+MDA 95.4

Learning with Intrinsic Noise
Uni-modal Report - 80.5

Multi-modal EUS+WLE+Report concat 89.3
Multi-modal EUS+WLE+Report concat+MDA 97.9

* Following the method described in the paper, we simulated missing modalities by applying dropout to three different
modalities. During training, the full set of modalities was used, while during testing, only the modality with dropout
was missing. The final result was obtained by averaging the predictions from the three models.

Modality Heterogeneity Challenge. The training of the three uni-modal models was conducted
independently, and the training and testing sets were sourced from different centers. The experimental
results show that the direct concatenation-based fusion of multi-modal features achieved higher
accuracy than any individual uni-modal testing accuracy. This indicates the effectiveness of multi-
modal fusion in improving disease diagnosis accuracy on this dataset. Finally, by employing the
MDA, which adaptively learns the weight relationships between modalities, the fusion capability of
the multi-modal model was enhanced, resulting in a significant improvement in diagnostic accuracy
compared to direct concatenation (acc: 91.2% < 98.9%). This demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed model in addressing modality heterogeneity.

Missing Modality Challenge. To examine the robustness of the proposed model against missing
modalities, we randomly discarded the data features of one modality by setting the input data to one.
The results showed that the accuracy of direct concatenation fusion was lower than the accuracy of
concatenation fusion using all modalities (acc: 88.1% < 91.2%), indicating that the missing modality
indeed affects the performance of multi-modal fusion, even with partial missing. However, when
using MDA, even with only two modalities involved, the accuracy under attentional adjustment far
exceeds that obtained with concat (accuracy: 95.4% > 88.1%). This finding suggests that MDA can
counteract most of the negative effects of missing modalities on feature fusion by shifting attention,
as evidenced by the fact that it is only about 3% lower than the fusion accuracy using all modalities
(acc: 95.4% < 98.9%).

Learning with Intrinsic Noise Challenge. Intrinsic noise refers to the intrinsic noise present in a
report that contradicts the information conveyed by other modalities. For example, it could occur
when the report describes the echogenicity of a tumor in an EUS image as "hyperechoic" while the
image itself reveals that the echogenicity is "heterogeneous." To validate the effectiveness of the
proposed method in handling intrinsic noise, we processed the report by replacing the attribute "tumor
origin level" with another random label of the samples. The uni-modal testing was performed with
error handling applied to all test data. The results showed that the attribute "origin level" significantly
impacted the diagnostic accuracy of the model, as the accuracy decreased from 87.4% to 80.5%. After
applying the concatenation-based multi-modal fusion, the accuracy improved to 89.3%. Although the
image information helped mitigate the impact of erroneous modalities, the accuracy was still lower
than that achieved with correct modalities (acc: 89.3% < 91.2%). Upon incorporating the MDA,
which establishes the correspondence between the report and image modalities, the model gained
the ability to identify misleading information. As a result, the diagnostic accuracy was essentially
restored to the level achieved with the correct modalities (acc: 97.9%).

We compared the recent multi-modal fusion methods on a gastrointestinal dataset under the full
modality setting. The results are shown in Table 1. When using the FusionM4Net method [28], we
replaced the meta-data in the second stage with the report. We performed an eight-class classification
while keeping the other configurations the same as stated in the paper. For the SCT Fusion method
[29], we computed the cross-entropy loss between our classification results and the ground truth
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Table 2: Model performance comparison of classification accuracy of missing modality (by setting
different available audio rates) on avMNIST dataset. And train 30 epochs. ’M-m Concat’ refers to
multi-modal fusion using concatenation, while ’Ours-m’ represents our proposed fusion method that
handles missing modalities during testing. ’Ours-f’ denotes testing with full modalities, while only
having n% of the audio modality available in the training data.

Multi-Modal Rate Uni-Image Uni-Audio M-m Concat Ours-m SMIL [33] ShaSpec [34] Ours-f
70% 87.3 82.5 87.9 95.8 96.4 97.3 98.1
50% 87.3 82.5 84.3 86.3 95.6 96.0 96.2
20% 87.3 82.5 83.6 86.7 94.4 95.3 95.9

Table 3: Model performance comparison of classification accuracy of missing modality (by setting
different available audio rates) on MM-IMDb dataset. Evaluating performance using F1 sample
scores and training 5 epochs.

Multi-Modal Rate Uni-Image Uni-Text M-m Concat SMIL [33] ∗ Ours-m
70% 0.361 0.398 0.637 - 0.701
50% 0.361 0.398 0.533 - 0.578
20% 0.361 0.398 0.496 0.541 0.546

* Results for this case where only text data is missing. Our approach involves random modalities being missing.

of the eight-class labels without modifying the other configurations. The results demonstrate that
the proposed method significantly outperforms recent multi-modal approaches in terms of fusion
performance across multiple modalities (acc: 95.6%>82.8%>69.4%).

3.2 Experiments in missing modalities

Due to the extensive research on missing modalities, we specifically conducted an extended investiga-
tion into the performance of MDA in the presence of missing modalities. We conducted experiments
on the Multi-modal IMDb (MM-IMDb) [31] and the Audiovision-MNIST (avMNIST) [32] to
investigate missing modalities. We discard a certain percentage of the data for the model training
on the datasets. Specifically, during training, we constructed datasets containing 20%, 50%, 70% of
the full modality, respectively, with randomization of the missing modalities. During the evaluation
and testing phases, we compared the accuracy of single-modal, direct fusion of multi-modal, and the
proposed method. Additionally, we conducted experiments using 100% images and n% audio during
training and tested with both images and audio to verify the proficiency of the proposed model in
multi-modal fusion under the absence of certain modalities, and compared this result with the two
latest methods, SMIL [33], and ShaSpec [34].

In the training process of the MM-IMDb dataset, following the same setup as avMNIST, we set the
dropout rates for the text and image modalities to 20%, 50%, 70%. The dropped modalities are
randomly selected, resulting in a training dataset with missing modalities. During the evaluation
and testing phases, similar to the avMNIST dataset, we compare the accuracies of single-modal
performance, direct fusion of multi-modal data, and the proposed method.

Table 2 and Table 3 present the experimental results conducted on avMNIST and MM-IMDb datasets.
The results show that the proposed method may yield lower performance than single-modality results
when one modality is missing. This could be attributed to the limitation of our method in generating
information from the missing modality, as it relies solely on strengthening the relationships between
modalities. However, a significant amount of single-modality information is trained solely based
on their respective modalities, which prevents the model from learning an adequate number of
dependencies between modalities. However, in cases where the missing modality is not substantial,
our method outperforms the conventional fusion approach (acc: 95.8% > 87.9% in Table 2 and acc:
70.1% > 63.7% in Table 3). Furthermore, our method demonstrates increased resilience against
the decline in model accuracy caused by a significant number of missing modalities. Specifically,
when only 20% of the modalities are complete, our accuracy degrades significantly less than that of
conventional fusion methods. Similar results were observed from the MM-IMDb dataset (Table 3),
indicating that the proposed method is more adept at learning complementary or removing redundant
information from the complex relationships among multiple modalities to enhance the effectiveness
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Figure 3: Macroscopic investigation of attention weights for various diseases, with analyzing the
changes in the mean SD of attention weights for different diseases over different training epochs.

of multi-modal fusion. Furthermore, the method demonstrates improved accuracy and stability of
the network even in the presence of missing modalities. The results of Ours-f in Table 2 represent
the performance achieved when testing with both audio and image modalities, while only having
n% of the audio modality available in the training data. We compare these results with SMIL and
ShaSpec. Our proposed method outperforms the others in various audio-missing modalities, especially
when 70% of the audio data is missing. This is because our proposed method can effectively learn
the interrelationships between different modalities, thereby achieving optimal multi-modal fusion
performance on the test set.

3.3 Interpretability analysis

In current medical research, attention visualization methods such as Class Activation Mapping (CAM)
and its variants have been widely applied for interpretability analysis. Current methods in medical
image analysis highlight regions of interest, benefiting healthcare professionals and researchers
in understanding model decision-making in diagnosis and disease classification. However, these
methods have limitations at macroscopic and microscopic levels. Macroscopically, they lack the
capability to analyze model attention variations across modalities and disease categories deeply.
This alignment is crucial for clinical relevance and reliability by aligning with existing knowledge.
Microscopically, the CAM method fails to analyze attention variations at specific feature points
and their impact on diagnostic outcomes. Different anatomical structures and pathological features
have varying roles in diagnosis, making it important to examine attention variations in the absence
of modalities or under intrinsic noise. To address this, we leverage adaptive attention maps across
modalities to comprehensively analyze the model’s performance in multi-modal fusion, modality
absence, and handling intrinsic noise at both macroscopic disease categories and microscopic feature
points.

Fig. 3 illustrates the average modal attention and standard deviation (SD) results of the proposed
method for different disease categories. Firstly, the model exhibits notable specificity in modal
attention for different disease categories. It is important to note that no constraints were imposed
during model training regarding which modalities should be attended to for recognizing different
diseases. We attribute this specificity to the proposed modality weight adaptation module working
in conjunction with multi-disease classification. Secondly, the SD was employed to measure the
deviation between data points, and the results (Fig. 3a) indicate low SD values for the average
modal attention across all disease categories. This suggests the stability of the model’s specificity
in attending to different modalities for different diseases and underscores the reliability of the
predictions. Furthermore, we analyzed the alignment between the model’s specificity in modal
attention for different disease categories and clinical priors. According to a study on gastrointestinal
diseases by Jacobson et al. [19], using WLE alone to diagnose lipomas achieves a specificity of
99% in clinical practice. Similar findings hold true for NET. Conversely, GIST and EP rely more
heavily on EUS. This alignment between the proposed model’s MDA and clinical expertise is highly
consistent (Fig. 3b), providing interpretability of modal attention for each disease category. The
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Table 4: Variations in adaptive weights for different modalities in the absence of certain modalities
and learning with intrinsic noise.

Disease Modal Baseline Missing EUS Missing WLE Missing Report

GIST
EUS 0.08±0.05 0.11±0.06 0.06±0.06 0.27±0.12
WLE 0.21±0.11 0.39±0.14 0.05±0.06 0.40±0.15

Report 0.72±0.13 0.49±0.13 0.90±0.10 0.33±0.13

GLM
EUS 0.17±0.10 0.08±0.05 0.31±0.17 0.37±0.16
WLE 0.26±0.12 0.40±0.13 0.12±0.05 0.46±0.15

Report 0.56±0.14 0.52±0.11 0.56±0.14 0.17±0.09

NET
EUS 0.33±0.10 0.11±0.04 0.26±0.10 0.71±0.13
WLE 0.10±0.07 0.35±0.11 0.10±0.05 0.16±0.11

Report 0.57±0.10 0.54±0.10 0.64±0.10 0.13±0.07

EP
EUS 0.16±0.08 0.07±0.07 0.29±0.12 0.42±0.15
WLE 0.38±0.17 0.34±0.17 0.17±0.07 0.49±0.16

Report 0.46±0.16 0.59±0.16 0.54±0.11 0.09±0.06

Lipomas
EUS 0.10±0.06 0.02±0.01 0.02±0.02 0.61±0.14
WLE 0.04±0.03 0.09±0.07 0.01±0.00 0.15±0.11

Report 0.86±0.07 0.89±0.07 0.97±0.02 0.24±0.11

GS
EUS 0.35±0.13 0.13±0.08 0.33±0.12 0.77±0.09
WLE 0.27±0.13 0.33±0.13 0.27±0.06 0.12±0.08

Report 0.39±0.13 0.54±0.13 0.40±0.14 0.11±0.06

PC
EUS 0.18±0.08 0.07±0.03 0.12±0.06 0.62±0.12
WLE 0.15±0.07 0.33±0.13 0.06±0.05 0.25±0.09

Report 0.67±0.12 0.59±0.12 0.82±0.05 0.13±0.12

IFP
EUS 0.14±0.08 0.04±0.04 0.09±0.07 0.57±0.16
WLE 0.13±0.10 0.19±0.10 0.02±0.02 0.31±0.15

Report 0.72±0.13 0.77±0.10 0.89±0.08 0.12±0.06

results illustrate the variation of modal-domain attention for different diseases throughout the training
iterations in the Appendix.

Table 4 demonstrates the variations in attention weights for three modalities before and after incorpo-
rating missing modalities and intrinsic noise in the network. The findings indicate that the proposed
model is highly sensitive to these changes, as evidenced by the rapid and substantial shifts in attention
weights across modalities when dealing with missing modalities. When EUS is missing, a significant
decrease in EUS weights is first observed (0.34 to 0.05, 0.53 to 0.11), which is also observed when
WLE is missing. When WLE is missing, attention weights almost entirely shift towards the report
modality, which is expected since the surface information of the tumor, reflected in WLE, cannot be
found in EUS. When WLE is absent, the model cannot learn relevant knowledge solely from the EUS
modality. However, the report modality contains descriptions of WLE and can serve as a substitute for
the missing image modality. Hence, the weights assigned to the report modality increase. Similarly,
in the absence of EUS, the emphasis shifts more towards the reporting modality rather than the
white-light endoscopy (WLE) modality. In the scenario where the report modality is missing, the
redistribution of the reduced weight is approximately evenly allocated to both white-light endoscopy
(WLE) and endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) to compensate for the absence. The purpose of this
weight redistribution is to optimize the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the diagnosis, even in the
absence of the report modality.

4 Conclusion

This paper introduces the Modal-Domain Attention (MDA), which utilizes continuous attention
mechanisms to capture interactions between multiple modalities. MDA exhibits the capability to
effectively handle multi-modal information, even when dealing with missing modalities and intrinsic
noise, eliminating the need for separate solutions for each scenario. To the best of our knowledge, this
study is the first to investigate the handling of randomly missing modalities, and the first to explore
the presence of intrinsic noise in diagnostic texts.
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The interpretability of MDA in medical diagnosis is comprehensively analyzed. At the macroscopic
level, we investigate the attention specificity of MDA towards different disease categories, demon-
strating its alignment with clinical experience. At the microscopic level, we examine the significant
changes in attention exhibited by MDA when handling missing modalities and intrinsic noise for
the same sample. The experimental results provide evidence of the efficacy of MDA in improving
multi-modal fusion and its robustness in the presence of missing modalities or intrinsic noise.
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A Appendix / supplemental material

A.1 Results on the variation of modal-domain attention weights with period for each disease
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(a) GIST
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(c) NET
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Figure 4: Results on the variation of modal-domain attention weights with period for each disease

We display the changes in attention weights for different modalities after applying MDA to each
disease during the training process in Fig. 4. The results indicate strong specificity among different
diseases, manifested in their attention to different modalities, training stability duration, and variations
during the training process. It is important to emphasize that these findings reflect the response of the
model to the multimodal data of different diseases, rather than the results of multiple models trained
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on different disease datasets separately. Regarding the attention to different modalities, common
diseases such as GIST, PC, and Lipomas exhibit clear and strong attention to EUS or WLE, which
aligns well with clinical experience. As for the training stability duration, we consider that when the
general trend between modalities no longer changes, it can be considered stable. For example, in the
case of GS, although the attention fluctuates between EUS and WLE during the training process, the
overall trend shows consistently higher attention to EUS. For the changes during training, it can be
noticed that the attention lines for almost all the diseases crossed during training and a simultaneous
oscillation in the recognition accuracy of the disease species can be observed at the location of the
crossing. Suggesting that incorrect attention weights may cause a drop in accuracy, this also indirectly
reveals the process by which MDA is correcting attention to different disease modalities through
training.
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